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A: You're doing a str_replace on a bunch of white space in the match - the str_replace removed any white space, it doesn't give you back your original text. Production topliner for Ricky Gervais’ high-concept time-travel comedy “After Life,” starring Chris Rock and Kelly Macdonald, has hired an executive producer in favor of developing
the project. The producers, Brandon Brooks and Karen Newman, will look to secure additional financing for their feature film, which is seeking several million dollars in the bailout round of the 2012 British Film Institute initiative. The budget for “After Life” was pegged at about $7 million. “We are delighted that Kathy and Brandon have

chosen to join us for the third instalment in the ‘After Life’ trilogy,” Gervais said. “We are confident that the script and their dynamic energy will ensure that their role is the biggest yet in the franchise.” Ambitious British comedy “After Life,” is a farce about a tech-savvy woman who is sent to the past to prevent her mother from
committing suicide. In the original three-part series for the British television market, a vain wife with “spare time problems” moves into her elderly parents home, makes a series of nonsensical decisions which result in her being stuck in the past, and attempts to correct her mistakes. Newman and Brooks will write the screenplay for

“After Life.” Newman is a producer on the upcoming Peter Kay comedy “Johnny English Strikes Again,” and executive producer on “Shaun of the Dead.” Brooks is a former comedian with credits that include “The Ricky Gervais Show,” “Sixteen Candles” and the recent “Hot Fuzz.” Online video board Movie City News reported today that
“After Life” had secured $4.5 million in backing from the British Film Institute’s Reboot Fund. The BFI confirmed the deal with GCN. Newman and Brooks are represented by APA and Independent Talent Group.Q: Solve the following recursion relation Solve the following recursion relation: $$u_{n+1} = \frac{3}{4}u_n^2 - \frac{5}{4}u_
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